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Introduction

C ROSSOVER NOTES, ISSUED BY A BANK OR MERCHANT
in one state for use in another state, are frequently encountered by
collectors of obsolete bank notes and scrip. This article presents a
biographical sketch of the remarkable life of J. R. Powell and

describes two issues of his scrip that are explicitly valid in five and six states,
respectively.

Georgia. Florida. Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas

J.R. Powell's Multi -State
Notes

By Ronald J. Benice

James R. PowellCrossover Notes

Typically, crossover notes were issued to be payable in
two states for some legitimate or fraudulent purpose. For
example, in 1842 banking in the Florida Territory was
extremely limited due to a series of bank failures brought
about by mismanagement or outright fraud. The few
remaining banks were on the brink of failure. The
United States Congress had stepped in and annulled
several bank charters approved by the Territorial
Legislature and revoked the Legislature's ability to
approve new banks without Congressional approval.
This created an opportunity for the Bank of St. Marys in
neighboring Georgia to issue notes in the Florida
Panhandle town of Apalachicola (as may be seen on Page
86 following).

J. R. Powell

James Robert Powell (right, courtesy Alabama Department of
Archives and History) was born December 7, 1814, in Powellton,

(Courtesy
Alabama

Department
of Archives and

H istory)
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Apalachicola,
Florida bank note
issued by the Bank
of St. Marys in
Savannah, Georgia.
John G. Winter's
portrait is on the
note.

An 1862 advertisement provides
insight into Powell's business inter-
ests. Note the stagecoach and rail-
road vignettes.

Brunswick County, VA. His family was part of the Virginia aristocracy. When
he was 17, his father faced financial ruin from speculation in Alabama lands
ceded by Indians. So, in 1833 James went to Alabama where wealthy family
friends could help him and worked as a farmer, teacher and hotel operator. In
1836 he moved to Wetumpka, 12 miles northeast of Montgomery and began a
career as a mail contractor and stage owner. Starting with a contract as a mail
rider on the Pony Express route between Nashville and Montgomery, he com-
peted fiercely for stage routes and mail contracts. He merged with competi-

tors, bought them out, or drove them out of business with
price cutting.

One interesting incident occurred when John G.
Winter (see the banknote illustrated above) personally
tried to prevent Powell's stages from using his plank road,
but backed down when confronted by Powell's men with
shotguns and axes. Powell and his competitor-partner
Robert Jemison, Jr. are credited by historians for develop-
ing the extensive stage system in the southeast in the
1850s. He also served as a county sheriff and legislator
and as a state senator before the Civil War.

By 1860 he had interests in stage lines that owned
more than 4,500 horses and mules. So, when the southern
states seceded, Powell outfitted an entire cavalry troop
with horses and mules. When the end of the Confederacy
was near, he arranged to surrender the city of
Montgomery and spare it any damage by Union troops.
His home became General Wilson's headquarters.

After the war, Powell contracted with John C.
Calhoun, grandson of the famous statesman, to hire labor
and operate the plantations he had bought. In 1870, he
visited Birmingham, England, and returned to Alabama to

help John T. Milner found the city of Birmingham, AL. From 1871 to 1875
Powell was president of the Elyton Land Company that developed the city. In
1873 he became mayor and was known as the "Duke of Birmingham."

After resigning from Elyton Land in 1875, he retired to his plantation in
Washington County, MS where he had 4,800 acres of cotton on the Yazoo
River. Unfortunately, he was shot to death by a drunken former employee,
Charles P. Robinson, on December 9, 1883. His funeral was in Montgomery.
The citizens of Birmingham felt their city was his monument.
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otherwise.
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of through freights, the funds recessary to pay tx•
penses at this place must be forwarded with every ship-
=WMor Office In the Montgomery Insurance Building.
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ter, Knoxville; kxstniner, , Richmond; kspreso, Peters-
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above one month, and *sad bill to this office for collec-
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Another 1862 advertisement with a
pointing finger vignette.

J. R. Powell Issues 

The first J. R. Powell issue was dated January 15, 1862, in four denomi-
nations: 5-, 10-, 25 and 50-cents. These notes were valid in five states:
Georgia, Florida, Alabama (Rosene 249-1,2,3,4), Mississippi and Louisiana. He
also issued a $3 note, but it was only good in Alabama. The notes are all signed
Powell and Taylor.

The 50 note is rare and was not described by Rosene. It bears an eagle
vignette and is the same size and format as the 100 note illustrated here. The
author is unaware of any surviving whole 50 notes.

(Above) 100 J.R. Powell note with train vignette signed by Powell and
Taylor. The five-state validation appears on the far left. It reads: "Receivable
For Stage Fare in Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana."

The 25c and 500 notes are in a different size and format. The five-state

"Receivable For Stage Fare in Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi

and Louisiana."
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validation appears on the left and their vignettes are a stagecoach on the 250
and a different train on the 50t.

The key individual in Powell's rise in the business community was Abner
McGehee, a long-time family friend and distant relative. McGehee provided
early financial support and introduced Powell to many business and political
leaders. McGehee was involved in building roads and railroads around
Montgomery. Of particular interest is a plank road between Montgomery and
Snowdoun built by John G. Winter and William Taylor, who married Abner
McGehee's daughter. Powell's first scrip was signed jointly with Taylor. The
business relationship with Taylor was short lived. Powell moved his office into
the Montgomery Insurance Building and placed the following notice for sever-
al months starting on March 18, 1862, in the Montgomery Advertiser:

Powell's Change Bills.—The change bills of POWELL & TAYLOR
will be redeemed at the Montgomery Insurance office, the funds
being deposited there upon which they are issued.

The utility of Powell's multi-state scrip was real. Powell owned the stage
lines from Montgomery to Huntsville in Alabama, from Decatur, Alabama to
Rome, Georgia, from Montgomery to Columbus and Aberdeen, Mississippi.
He owned a large share in lines in Florida, Louisiana and Texas. He had a
monopoly on mail routes connecting New York with New Orleans, Texas and
beyond. By the late 1850s he was involved in lines with annual revenues of
$1,240,000. After war broke out and Union blockades disrupted some mail
routes, Powell developed alternate routes using steamboats and railroads.
Towards the end of the war, he started selling his stagecoach interests and
investing in land.

Montgomery Insurance Company Scrip

Montgomery was chosen as the Confederacy's provisional capital because
of its central location, adequate accomodations and extensive transportation
routes (thanks, in part, to James R. Powell). On February 11, 1861, the
Montgomery Insurance Building on Commerce Street became the new
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Government Building. Jefferson Davis was a frequent guest in the Powell
home at Moulton and Church Streets. On May 20, 1861, the government
voted to move the capital to Richmond in July.

Shortly after the redemption notice (cited opposite) for the J. R. Powell
notes, a new issue of notes appeared, apparently issued by the Montgomery
Insurance Company and signed by J. R. Powell alone. Although Powell's office
was in the company's building, he was not an official nor principal of the com-
pany. And the insurance company did not operate any stage lines nor mail
routes. These notes were larger and were issued in higher denominations than
the earlier notes. And, with the addition of Texas, they were now valid in six
states. Also, with Powell's mail route contracts, they were good for postage as
well as stage fares.

The six-state notes come in five denominations: $1-, 2-, 2.50-, 3-, 4-
(Rosene 242-2, 3, unlisted, 4, 5). These notes are found with an interesting
variety of overprints and vignettes.

$1. The eagle vignette and the five central lines of text, from "Montgomery
Insurance" to "multiple is presented" are in brown ink. The denominations in
the top corners and the large central "ONE" are overprinted in green. The list
of valid uses and states and the lower corner vignette are overprinted in red.
Some were issued with train vignettes; others with stagecoach vignettes. The
lower overprint exists with and without a finger pointing to the final word
"them."

$1 note with railroad vignette at bot-
tom, finger pointing to "Receivable"
but no finger pointing to "them."

$2 note with stagecoach vignette and
pointing finger at beginning of lower
legend.
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$2. The steamboat vignette and central text are in blue ink. The upper over-
prints are in red. The lower overprints come in both red and green varieties,
vignettes may be either trains or stagecoaches, and notes come with or without
a second pointing finger.
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$2.50 with train vignette and pointing
finger only at beginning of lower legend.
(Courtesy Currency Auctions of America)

$2.50. Same steamboat, blue ink and red overprint as $2. Lower overprint is
red with train and one finger on the only note I've seen.
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$3 note with train vignette and pointing
fingers at beginning and end of lower leg-
end.

$3. The railroad vignette and central text are in green ink; the upper over-
prints are brown. The lower overprints are red with either railroad or stage-
coach and either one or two pointing fingers.
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$4. The safe and dog vignette and central text are black, upper overprints are
green, lower overprints are red with railroad or stage and one or two fingers.



MYLAR D® CURRENCY HOLDERS
PRICED AS FOLLOWS

BANK NOTE AND CHECK HOLDERS
SIZE INCHES 50 100 500 1000
Fractional 4 3/4x3 3/4 $18.50 $33.50 $150.00 $260.00
Colonial 5 1/2 x 3 1 /18 19.00 35.00 160.00 290.00
Small Currency 6 5/8 x 2 7/8 19.50 37.50 165.00 310.00
Large Currency 7 7/8 x 3 1 /2 22.00 41.00 184.00 340.00
Auction 9 x 3 3/4 24.00 44.00 213.00 375.00
Foreign Currency 8 x 5 27.50 50.00 226.00 400.00
Checks 9 5/8 x 4 1 /4 27.50 50.00 226.00 400.00

SHEET HOLDERS
SIZE INCHES 10 50 100 250
Obsolete Sheet

End Open 83/4 x 14 1 /2 $14.00 $61.00 $100.00 $226.00
National Sheet

Side Open 8 1/2 x 17 1 /2 15.00 66.00 110.00 248.00
Stock Certificate

End Open 91/2 x 12 1 /2 13.50 59.00 94.00 212.00
Map & Bond Size

End Open 18 x 24 54.00 235.00 385.00 870.00
You may assort note holders for best price (min. 50 pcs. one size). You may
assort sheet holders for best price (min. 5 pcs. one size) (min. 10 pcs. total).

SHIPPING IN THE U.S. (PARCEL POST) FREE OF CHARGE

Mylar D® is a Registered Trademark of the Dupont Corporation. This also

applies to uncoated archival quality Mylar® Type D by the Dupont Corp. or

the equivalent material by ICI Industries Corp. Melinex Type 516.

DENLY'S OF BOSTON
P.O. Box 51010, Boston, MA 02205 • 617-482-8477
ORDERS ONLY: 800-HI-DENLY • FAX 617-357-8163
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Conclusion

Besides living an illustrious life, James R. Powell left us an interesting numis-
matic legacy. Competition for these notes is intense. They are sought by col-
lectors of six states, by collectors of insurance company notes, and by collectors
of notes with railroad and stagecoach vignettes.
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